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Abstract— This paper describes a methodology to identify all
the parameters of a quadrotor system including the structure
parameters and rotor assembly parameters. A CAD model is
developed using SOLIDWORKS to calculate the mass moment
of inertia and all the missing geometrical parameters. A three
simple test rigs are built and used to identify the relationship
between the motor input Pulse Width Modulation (PWM)
signal and the angular velocity, the thrust force, and drag
moment of the rotors. A simple algorithm is implemented to an
inertial measurement unit (IMU) for estimating the attitude
and altitude of the quadrotor. Experimental set up is built to
verify and test the accuracy of these proposed techniques. A
controller is designed based on the feedback linearization
method such that the quadrotor attitude can be stabilized.
Finally, the experimental results show the effectiveness of the
proposed techniques and the controller design.
Keywords-quadrotor; parameter identification; inertial
measurement unit; feedback linearization; thrust and drag
moment identification

I. INTRODUCTION
Quadrotor is one of the unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs)
that possess certain essential characteristics. Their potential is
highlighted in search, surveillance and rescue applications.
Characteristics that provides a clear advantage over other
UAVs is their Vertical Take Off and Landing (VTOL),
hovering capability, ability to make slow precise movements,
impressive
maneuverability, traversing
through
an
environment with many obstacles, and landing in small areas
[1, 2, 3, 4, 5]. Quadrotor model based control is mainly
depending on the dynamic behavior and the parameters of
quadrotor. Researchers have studied the quadrotor's dynamics
and presented models based on Newton-Euler and Lagrangian
methods [3, 6]. However, the parameters of the quadrotor's
dynamic model are essential for robust control. Consequently,
parameters identification for quadrotor is inevitable. The
general idea behind identification is to discover the physical
system properties by observing quadrotor inputs and outputs.
Quadrotor research topic involves many areas such as
structure parameters identification, rotor assembly
identification, estimation algorithms of the unmeasured
system states using an IMU, control synthesis and new design
and application of quadrotor [7, 8]. Quadrotor structure
identification is used to define the terms of mass, mass
moment of inertia, and the rotor inertia. Two methods for
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structure identification are commonly used [3, 4, 9, 10, 11].
First one calculates these parameters using the principal
equations for the mass moment of inertia, but this method is
too difficult and not accurate for complex shapes. The second
method utilizes online measurements with the identification
algorithms to estimate these parameters. These algorithms
require high computational.
Rotor assembly suffers from the lack of data. Few
manufacturers support the research with the technical data for
the quadrotor system [1, 4, 5, 12]. The other way is to
measure the rotor assembly parameters by using wind tunnel
identification [13]. This method needs complicated
measurements with special instruments. Researchers in [12,
14, 15, 16, 17] present the estimation of the attitude and
altitude using IMUs. They present algorithms that need a high
computational time, so this cannot be implemented onboard
microcontroller units. A simple algorithm is presented in [18]
to estimate the roll, and pitch angle only.
In this research a method is proposed to identify all the
quadrotor's structure parameters with simple and more
accurate method. For the rotor parameters, a method is
introduced that can be implemented easily without any extra
instrumentations or manufacturer's data. Finally for the
measurements, a low-cost small-size IMU is used. An
algorithm is executed onboard to estimate the attitude and
altitude of the quadrotor. Our proposed method is tested and
verified experimentally. Moreover, a controller is designed
based on feedback linearization technique that utilizes the
identified parameters in order to stabilize the attitude of the
quadrotor.
The paper is organized as following: Section II presents
the quadrotor dynamic model. Section III presents the
quadrotor structure and the estimation of its parameters.
Section IV presents an experimental method for determining
thrust and drag coefficients. Section V presents an IMU
sensor fusion and simple algorithm for estimating the attitude
and altitude for the quadrotor. Section VI presents controller
design that used to verify the identified parameters. Finally
conclusion remarks are shown in Section VII.
II. DYNAMIC MODELING
The quadrotor dynamic model is presented in this section
to emphasis the importance of the quadrotor parameters
identification and to be used as a basis for the control
synthesis presented latter. Fig.1 presents the corresponding
torque, force, and angular velocity of each propeller. There
are some assumptions for the dynamic model. First the
quadrotor structure is symmetrical and rigid. Second the

propeller has a fixed pitchh angle. Finallly the center oof mass
(CM) is coinncident with the geometrical center (G
GC). To
accomplish thhe dynamic model
m
of the quadrotor;
q
twoo frames
have to be deefined. The first one; bod
dy Frame {B}}, OB –
xByBzB whosee origin is cooincident with
h the center oof mass
(CM). Secondd is the earth frame
f
{E}, OI –xyz, where pposition
and orientatioon of the bodyy frame is desccribed with reespect to
it. Let's definne the rotation matrix R which expressses the
transformationn from the ineertial frame to the body fram
me [1, 4,
6, 9].
R

C ψ C θ
S ψ C ϕ
C ψ S θ S ϕ
S ψ S ϕ
C ψ S θ C ϕ

S ψ C θ
C ψ C ϕ
S ψ S θ S ϕ
C ψ S ϕ
S ψ S θC ϕ

S θ
C θ S ϕ
C θ C ϕ

(1)

Where C() denotes Cos(
C ), and S() denotes Sin().
p
and yaw
w angles respeectively.
Also , , and  are roll, pitch
These angles indicate the rotation abou
ut x, y and z of the
fixed frame.

F
Figure 1.

Scheematic of Quadrottor System

From Fig..1, the angulaar velocity of rotor i, denotted with

i, creates a thhrust force fi and
a drag mom
ment Mi. Basedd on the
momentum thheory, both thhrust force an
nd drag mom
ment are
proportional to the squarre of the an
ngular speed of the
propeller. Thhe consumed power of rottor i, Pi, is thhe drag
moment times the angular velocity as sttated in the foollowing
equations.

(2)


(3)
 
(4)
t thrust force and drag m
moment
Where k and k are the
coefficients rrespectively. The aggregaation of rotorr thrust
forces, T, is directed alonng the z-axis of the bodyy frame.
Moments thatt applied to thhe quadrotor's body are dennoted as
 ,  and  . These mooments are th
he rolling, ppitching,
yawing mom
ment about x-, y-, and z-axiis of the bodyy frame
respectively. The equationn of motion of the quadr
drotor is
obtained using Newtonn-Euler form
malism. The linear
acceleration iss expressed inn the inertial frrame.
0
0
1

Where, l is the distance bbetween the center
c
of rotorr and
thee center of mass.
m
A lot oof parameterss presented inn the
preevious equatio
ons are anonym
mous. They will
w be identifiied in
thee next sectionss.
III. QUADROTOR
U
STR
TRUCTURE PAR
RAMETERS
A CAD model, as shown
wn in Fig.2, iss developed using
u
SO
OLIDWORKS
S by modelingg all the partss of the quadrrotor.
Th
he modeled paarts are motorrs, electronic parts, batteryy and
thee aluminum frames,
f
whichh are assemb
bled together. The
rottor arms are manufacturedd from alumiinum sheet 1 mm
thickness. Thesee arms are enggraved to lightten the total weight
w
and
d decrease th
he resistance oof aerodynam
mics during fllying.
All these holess complicate the calculatiions of the mass
mo
oment of inerrtia using thee principal laaws. So, the mass
mo
oments of inertia of the quuadrotor structture and rotorrs are
exttracted directly
y from the CA
AD model in our
o methodoloogy.
The inertia matrix obtaiined from th
he CAD moddel is
diaagonal and positive definiite. Table.1 presents
p
the mass
mo
oment of inerttia about x-, yy- and z-axis of
o the body frrame,
tottal mass, the mass momennt of inertia of
o the rotor Ir and
cen
nter distance l between thhe rotor axis and the quaddrotor
cen
nter.

Figure 2.
TAB
BLE I.
Parameter

(5)
M
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Where, 

, , and are assumed ssmall angles in the derivatioon of
equ
uation (6). Frrom the prevvious equation
ns of motion four
con
ntrol inputs
, ,
and
aree responsiblee for
ach
hieving the qu
uadrotor moveements. These control signalls are
deffined as follow
ws:
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Quaadrotor CAD Mod
del
QUAADROTOR PARAM
METERS
Vaalue
13.2155 X 10-3
12.5222 X 10-3
23.5277 X 10-3
33.2166 X 10-6
223.5 X 10-3
0.9952

Unit
kg.m2
kg.m2
kg.m2
kg.m2
m
Kg

IV. ROTOR ASSEM
MBLY IDENTIFIICATION
(6)
(7)

The rotor asssembly (ESC
C, motor, and
d propeller) is the
mo
ost important part which delivers the lifting force that
perrmits the quad
drotor to fly. This assembly is consists of
o an
eleectronic speed
d controller (E
ESC), brushleess DC motorr and

propeller EPP
P1045 type thhat has two bllades. To idenntify the
rotor assemblly, it is needeed to find the relationship bbetween
input and outpput of each motor.
m
Motor voltage
v
is the iinput of
the rotor asssembly. How
wever, Pulse Width Moddulation
(PWM) is ussed as input for its simplicity and it can be
directly proggrammed usinng Microconttroller. Outp
tputs of
propeller-mottor assembly are angular velocity,
v
thrusst force
and drag mooment. In thhis section tw
wo experimeents are
presented to identify the relationships
r
between
b
PWM
M input
signal, and thee outputs.
A.
A Angular SSpeed Identifi
fication
The probllem is that no
n direct relattionship betw
ween the
motor input siignal and the propeller
p
angu
ular speed exiists. The
input signal is PWM whhich is generated preciselyy using
Arduino Megga 2560 Miccrocontroller Unit (MCU).. PMW
signal in this case has a lim
mited boundary
y from 1000 tto 2000.
Motors have nno response inn case of PWM
M values smalller than
the lower lim
mit. On the othher hand, a satturation phenoomenon
occurs for vaalues larger thhan the upperr limit of PW
WM. An
optical tachom
meter device is required to
o measure thee output
angular veloccity of the propeller in order to establish a direct
relationship bbetween PWM
M, and the an
ngular velocitty. This
instrument is expensive.
A solutioon for this prroblem is deeveloped by uusing a
simple micropphone placed 2 cm over th
he tip of the ppropeller
to work as a rrudimentary taachometer. Fig
g.3 shows a cllamping
vice used to clamp the quuadrotor durin
ng the test as well as
other componnents used for the identificattion test. Micrrophone
holder is usedd to ensure thaat the position over the proppeller tip
is high enoughh to avoid hittting by the pro
opeller.
The conccept of usingg microphonee as a rudim
mentary
tachometer is simple to undderstand. At eaach time the ppropeller
pass under thhe microphonee the air betweeen the propeeller and
microphone iss sucked downnward. In thiss case the micrrophone
records the suction pulsees. The mosst interesting is the
microphone readings whichh can be captu
ured in real tim
me using
MATLAB. T
This data is processed to obtain
o
the num
mber of
pulse-pairs peer unit time which
w
indicatee the angular vvelocity
accurately. Thhe experimennts are made as follows. F irst, the
readings are ccaptured after 30 seconds fro
om starting thhe motor
rotation, which make the motor reach
h to the steaddy state
condition. Thhen suction puulses are reco
orded for 5 sseconds.
This process is repeated thhree times fo
or each PWM
M signal.
Finally; thesee values are averaged
a
to determine
d
the angular
velocity for eaach motor at different
d
inputt PWM.
The rotorr angular speeed is calculateed by measurring the
period time beetween each passage
p
of the propeller bladdes Tp:



(12)

Fig.4 show
ws a sample signal
s
from th
he propeller soound. It
can be noticeed that each tw
wo pulses can
n indicate a coomplete
turn for the ppropeller. One can notice from Fig. 4 tthat the
So, it is
ratio betweenn noise and prressure signal is very low. S
possible to iddentify the souund pressure waves clearlyy due to
the rotation off the propellerr. The input/ou
utput data is ggathered
for one motorr. This data is used to deterrmine the relattionship
between PWM
M, and rotor''s angular speeed. Continuinng with
the rotor asseembly identificcation; all the rotors' obtainned data
are plotted in Fig. 5. It wass found from th
he fitting that there is
a linear relatiionship betweeen the PWM
M, u, and the squared

ang
gular velocity
y as shown in (13). It was observed
o
from
m Fig.
5 that the fourr rotors are not identicall in their anngular
vellocities at the same value off PWM.

Figure 3.

Test Rig for ideentifying Rotor Angular
A
Speed



(13)

After finishiing the identiification; consstants for the four
mo
otors are obtaained. Table III presents th
he values of these
con
nstants which satisfy the linnear relationship (13). It is easy
now
w to obtain precise
p
values for angular velocity
v
to heelp in
building a robust controller.

Figure
F
4.

Fiigure 5.
Parameter
a
b

Proppeller Sound Sig
gnal

Relatio
onship Between m
motor PWM and rotor angular vellocity
TABL
LE II.
CURVVE FITTING PARA
AMETERS
Rotor
R
1
420.5
-4.06*e+5

Rootor 2
4466
-4.433*e+5

Roto
or 3
411
1.4
-3.92*
*e+5

Rotor 4
445
-4.13*e+5

B. Thrust forcee and Drag M
Moment Identiffications
In this sectio
on a new test rig is develop
ped to measurre the
thrrust force and
d drag momennt simultaneo
ously. The tesst rig
con
nsists of a lev
ver arm of 500 cm length and
a 25X25X1 mm
hollow square cross section. T
The arm is piivoted at its center
c
point by steel pin of 10 mm diameter. Ro
otor is mounteed on
one end of the lever
l
arm usinng 4 screw bo
olts, M2.5. Onn the
oth
her end, electrronic balance iis mounted un
nder the lever arm.
Th
his lever mech
hanism is claamped from the
t pivot pin to a
claamping vice to
o prevent it froom flying.
The concept of this lever mechanism iss that the proppeller
rottation producees a vertical uupward thrustt force. This force
ten
nds to rotate the
t lever arm
m about its piv
vot pin, and hence
h
gen
nerates an equ
uivalent downnward force at
a the other ennd of
thee arm. This force
f
can be measured ussing an electtronic
ballance. The thru
ust force at ceertain motor sp
peed is equal to
t the
diffference betweeen the balannce reading att this motor speed
s
and
d the balancee reading at zzero motor sp
peed. On the same
tim
me the drawn current
c
and vooltage are meaasured as show
wn in

Fig. 6. The coonsumed pow
wer by the mottor is then callculated,
and from (1) tthe drag mom
ment is determined.

Figure 6.

Test Rig for Identifying Thrust Fo
orce and Drag Mooment

ow clear afterr the
From the laast equation ((21), it is no
ideentification thee direct relatioonship betweeen the motors input
sig
gnal, and the quadrotor innput thrust an
nd moments. The
preevious equattions make the rotor control andd its
im
mplementation into an embeedded system easier which helps
h
in achieving rob
bustness. Finaally all the quaadrotor param
meters
aree estimated, an
nd they will bee tested in Secction VI.
c2
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c4 
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The tests are carried ouut by varying the PWM froom 1060
s to 1800 s, to obtain thhe measurements of thrustt, drawn
current and vooltage. Gatherring data for all
a motors is m
made by
repeating the previous proocedures. Thiss data is plottted then
fitted. It is observed thaat there are linear relatiionships
between PWM
M and both thrust force and
a drag mom
ment as
shown in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 respectively.. TABLE III ppresents
the values oof the constannts in equatiions (14, 15)) which
express these linear relationnships.
(14)
(15)
h
It can be nnoticed from Fig.7,
F
and Fig
g.8 that the mootors are
not identical, and having vaariance in the thrust forces, and the
drag momentss.

Figure 7.

Figure 8.

R
Relationship betw
ween motor PWM
M and rotor thrustt force

Rellationship betweeen the motor PWM
M and rotor dragg moment
TABLE III.

Parameter
c
d
e
h

Rotor1
0.6566
-731.4
0.0001658
-0.1462

CURVE FITTING PA
ARAMETERS
Rotor 2
0.6029
-674.4
0.0001348
-0.1178

Rotor 3
0.6805
-758.3
0.000172
-0.1577

Rootor 4
0..6119
-6660.5
0.0000141
-00.126

G

 u1   d1  d 2  d 3  d 4 

u  
ld 4  ld 2

 2  

 u3  
ld 3  ld1
  

u 4    h1  h2  h3  h4 



ui

(20)

A

(21)
N
V. IMU SEENSOR FUSION

on is a term used to com
mbine the datta of
Sensor fusio
diffferent types of sensors too enhance thee accuracy of the
meeasurements, and
a decrease the level of noise as mucch as
possible. A Mu
ultiwii ZMR bboard type iss used as an IMU
wh
hich consists of high qualiity MEMS seensors. The board
b
con
ntaining a thrree axes gyrooscope (ITG32
205), a three axes
acccelerometer (BMA180), a three ax
xes magnetom
meter
(H
HMC5883L), and
a embeddedd pressure senssor (BMP085)). All
328P
theese sensors are conne
nected to ATMEGA
A
microcontroller on the same board as show
wn in Fig. 9. This
microcontroller handles all the readings from all sennsors
thrrough an I2C bus. IMU sennsor fusion is to combine alll the
sen
nsors readingss to estimate tthe orientation
n of the quaddrotor
nam
mely roll, pittch, and yaw
w angles as well
w as their rate.
Mu
ultiwii ZMR board
b
in connnected via seriial port to Ardduino
Meega2560 MCU
U, which has thhe main contrrol algorithm.
The main ob
bjective is to eestimate the Euler
E
angles of
o the
quadrotor, in ord
der to use thesse angles as feeedback signalls for
quadrotor attitu
ude stabilizatition. These angles
a
cannoot be
esttimated using a single senssor, because each
e
sensor haas its
ow
wn problem. The disadvvantage of accelerometeer is
meechanical vibrration, whereaas drift in gyrroscope. Direection
cossine matrix (D
DCM) complim
mentary filterr algorithm is used
to estimate the quadrotor attiitude [19, 20]]. DCM is useed to
traansform from the body fram
ame to the earth frame. Thhen a
com
mplimentary filter is used to estimate the
t roll, and pitch
ang
gles based on the gyroscoppe and accelerometer data which
w
aree fused togeth
her. The usage
ge of gyroscop
pe is to makee fine
tun
ning for the DCM matriix which is returned byy the
acccelerometer. Another com
mplementary filter is useed to
esttimate the yaw
y
angle bby fusing the gyroscope and
maagnetometer data
d as shownn in Fig. 10. Gyroscope
G
is used
witth magnetomeeter to enhancce the yaw an
ngle determinnation
relative to the earth's
e
magnettic north. Finally the altituude is
esttimated using the pressure ssensor.

Transform
mation from thhe motors sign
nals u , u , u , and u
to system thruust and momeents u , u , u , and u is derrived by
substituting inn (2, 3) by (144, 15). It is as follow:
f
(16)
(17)

(18)

(19)

Figure
e 9.

IMU, and A
Arduino board co
onnection

VI. TESTTING AND RESU
ULTS
After ideentifying all the quadrotor parameteers and
constructing the attitudde estimation
n algorithm,, their
verification annd testing aree desired. So, this
t section deescribes
a control systtem design baased on the teechnique of fe
feedback
linearization w
which is usedd to test the atttitude stabilizzation of
the quadrotoor using the identified paarameters. Feeedback
linearization [21] is used to
t transform the
t nonlinear system
dynamics intoo a linear systeem. The contrrol laws are chhosen so
that we cann obtain a good
g
tracking
g performancce. The
controllers' laaws for the atttitude namely
y roll, pitch, aand yaw
angles are statted as followss:
(22)
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preesented in Fiig.14. In thiss figure, one can see thaat the
con
ntroller achiev
ves the stabilitty of the yaw angle althouggh the
sysstem starts from large initiall conditions.
Finally the experiments shhow that the quadrotor
q
identtified
parrameters are accurate in such way that
t
the feeddback
lin
nearization algorithm stabiliz
izes the quadrotor in an effiicient
maanner.
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Where Kp, Kd and Ki arre the proportiional, differenntial and
integral gainss respectively. These gains are
a tuned mannually to
obtain a satissfied controlleer performancce. Table IV ppresents
the used contrroller gains.
TABLE IV.
Parametter

Roll
Pitch
Yaw

Kp
100
85
0.01

CONTROLLER GAINS

Ki
10
10
250

Kd
1
1
260

Two diffferent test riggs are constrructed to cheeck the
identified paraameters of thee quadrotor an
nd attitude estiimation.
Fig.11 presennts the rig whhich is used to
o perform staabilizing
control of rolll, and pitch anngles. This rig
g is a wooden bracket
used to suppoort the quadrottor. It contain
ns two holes too mount
two cylindricaal supports. Then
T
the quadrrotor is fixed to these
supports. Theese supports alllow the rotatiion about x-axxis or yaxis. The conntroller whichh presented in
n (23), (25), aand (27)
has been impplemented. These
T
controlllers are execuuted on
Arduino Megga 2560 MCU
U, with a sam
mpling time off 1.8ms.
Arduino Megga 2560 is coonnected to MATLB
M
in oorder to
record the meeasured data frrom the test rig
g.
Fig. 12 ppresents roll, and pitch co
ontrollers' ressponses.
These controlllers achieve the stability of
o the quadrottor, and
rotate the quaadrotor successsfully to the desired
d
roll annd pitch
angles. For tthe roll anglee a small oscillation happeens that
ranges from 0.5o to -0.55o as shown
n in Fig. 12 a. This
oscillation is satisfactory inn the flying and
a it can be rreduced
by fine tuninng of the conttroller parameeters. Fig. 12bb shows
the response of the quadrootor to the piitch angle conntroller.
One can noticce that a very small oscillatiion occurs. Thhe range
of this oscillaation is betweeen 0.2o and -0
0.1o. It is acceppted for
flying and hovvering.
The seconnd test rig is designed
d
to co
ontrol the yaw
w angle.
This rig conssists of two cylindrical
c
tub
bes. One of tthem is
fixed to the ground using clamping vicce. The otherr one is
fixed to the qquadrotor. A ball
b bearing iss fitted betweeen these
two tubes to facilitate the rotational mo
otion about z--axis as
shown in Fig.. 13. The expeerimental resullt for the yaw angle is

Figure 10. Flowchart for eestimating attitud
de of quadrotor

Fig
gure 11. Roll, aand pitch angle teest rig

(a)
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